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The lions V.S The Bloods

There was two Noun one was the Lions and the other was the Bloods the Bloods were the number 1

team in the Noun and the lions were the number 2 team in the Noun . The bloods won all the

teams in the world they haven't lost a Noun since 1929 and the bloods started there team in 1891 and

the lions started there team in 1882 they always won all the teams acs aped the bloods they always loose with the

bloods. If they loose today the lions will not Verb any more but if the lions do win the bloods will no

longer be the number 1 team they will be the number 2 team but they don't worry about loosing they just win.

Well the lions and the bloods had a game a soccer game. The two teams went out to the Feld and played.The

Noun Verb - Base Form they started the game the bloods got the Noun but the lions stole

the ball a past the Noun to another teammate to trick the bloods the Noun cheered for the lions

go lions go lions go go lions and the other crowed voting for the bloods were like boo boo boo you stick steel the

ball the bloods were so distracted from the people saying boo boo you stick and evan the goalie was distracted

the lions Verb - Past Tense GOAL!!! the crowed went crazy go lions lets go go go lions lets go the

Noun - Plural sang and the other crowd was like boo boo lets get out of here boo boo we hate you bloods.

Well the next whistle Verb - Base Form the bloods got the Noun one of the Noun - Plural

from the bloods kicked one of the players on the lions team rely hard and it was on persist and got a yellow card

and the game want on.3 hours later the score was 18 to 14 the lions got 18 and the bloods got 14 only 1 minuet

left and the lions won this Noun .Now the lions are the number 1 team and the bloods were the number

2 Noun and this was the happiest Noun for the lions.Today the newspaper said Yesterday was

1970



and the lions won the number one team bloods but now the bloods are the number 2 team and the lions are the

number 1 team the couch of the lions team was named david banner and the couches name on the bloods team

was John banner david and john banner were apparently are brothers john was very Adjective at david

and had a big Noun but they got over it thats what the Noun said and the next time the lions

and the bloods come back to play who will win?
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